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Flexible HDPE Post & Ladder Stringer Roadbeds 

by John Carmichael on Feb 2, 2019 
 

 
 
Websites on Post & Ladder Open Stringer Roadbeds: 

 
This 4 part article series is the best online information I can find on ladder stringer roadbeds.  It describes inventor 
Paul Logan’s flexible stringer and post construction method.  It’s often called the “Post & Ladder” method. This was 
the basis for my own railroad.  I modified slightly Mr. Logan’s design and construction technique to improve strength, 
facilitate cutting, and allow a hidden place to run electrical lines: 
https://familygardentrains.com/primer/roadbed/ladder1.htm 
https://familygardentrains.com/primer/roadbed/ladder2.htm 
https://familygardentrains.com/primer/roadbed/ladder3.htm 
https://familygardentrains.com/primer/roadbed/ladder4.htm 
 
See the following video showing the great load bearing strength of one man’s post and ladder roadbed.  Note the 
wide 4 to 6 ft. spacing of the support structures.  The HDPE ladder roadbed between supports doesn’t even sag 
under the heavy weight train engine!   Even so, a closer maximum spacing of 2 ft. would be much better.  Also note 
the unsightly placement of the electrical conduit line tied to the bottom side of one of the stringers.  A much better 
place to place the electrical lines is to hide them between the rails just under the ties in the small ¼” space above the 
stringer connector/spacer blocks in my design: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1Z9NFIWDcE  
 
And here is a site showing the wrong way to make a flexible post and ladder stringer roadbed.  Note the use of wood 
stringers that are too thin (to make them flexible) and will rot, get eaten by termites and warp when buried or wet.  
Also note the totally unnecessary use of an enormous plywood template.  This guy missed the entire point of the 
Logan method! 
https://www.model-railroad-infoguy.com/build-garden-railway.html 

 

Suggested Step-by-Step Construction Steps: 
 
1) Prepare the roadbed site: Just clean up general debris and things you know you need to remove for the roadbed.  
It is not necessary to remove all the plants and rocks.  I would avoid doing any major landscaping at this stage. Just 
rake the ground and remove rocks where you are pretty certain the route would go.  
 
2) Determine the routing design of your layout.  You do not necessarily need to make a precise drawing of the 
layout using this method and you don’t need templates.  Use garden hoses instead!   (However if you want a site plan 
drawing of the railroad, try using this free layout design software.  It’s easy and intuitive: 
https://www.scarm.info/index.php) Using the hose method is fun, so get the whole family involved.  When it’s sunny 
and warm and the hose is flexible, lay a hose of known length (or several connected together) flat on the ground of 
the site following your general roadbed route avoiding special plants and other non-movable structures.  Remove 
anything that’s in the way that you are willing to sacrifice. Play around with the routing until everybody is happy with 
the general design.  The hose placement does not need to be exact, only approximate.  But remember one of the 
cardinal rules of model railroads: Make the curves as wide as possible!  You can measure radii exactly if needed with 
a center post and a tape measure or string or by comparing a section of factory track curves to the hose.  Where 



tracks cross at different elevations, just let the top hose lie on top of the hose underneath.  Don’t worry about 
elevations for now. 
 
3) Determine the linear feet of road bed in the design: Add up the total length of the hoses you used.  Easy!  This 
will give you a close estimate of the linear feet of roadbed you will need. 
  
4) Calculate the total linear feet of lumber required: Using my design drawings and measurements, calculate the 
total linear feet needed to make the HDPE flexible stringers (both sides of the ladder) and the composite brownies. 
Since everybody has different elevations, you will need to estimate the total footage of 2 X 2 composite stock needed 
for the elevation posts and add that to the stock needed for the brownies because you’ll make the posts and brownies 
out of the same stock.  The average height of your railroad multiplied by the number of posts roughly equals the total 
footage of post stock.  If you only need posts temporarily until you install trestles, then put the posts 6ft. apart.  But if 
the posts will be permanent then place posts 2ft. apart.  Add about 25% extra stock to all your calculations.   
 
5) Locate suppliers: Besides pricing and availability, try to find ones who will rip the stringers if needed and will 
deliver your order to you.  The stringer lumber requires a very long flatbed truck!   My supplier only charged me 75 
dollars for the delivery. 8 to 12 ft. long composite stock is a convenient length to buy for the brownies and posts.  
 Find the longest lengths available of flexible HDPE or PVS for the stringers. (see suppliers list below) 
  
6) Purchase supplies: Of course price is important, but as I told one member, I would use this method and these 
materials even if they were a little more expensive than others because there are so many extra benefits.  Be sure to 
buy about 25% extra materials to cover Murphy’s law.  You’ll be glad you did!  Note that actual lumber sizes are often 
different from nominal sizes.  Also, buy a couple boxes of 1 5/8” Deck Screws at Home Depot to get you started.  I 
like the flat head Philips screws by Everbuilt which come in grey and brown, but color doesn’t really matter since 
you’ll be painting the final assembly.  
 
7) Prepare your shop or garage for pre-construction: You will need a place to cut wood accurately with a table 
saw or a cut-off saw fitted with large teeth blades to avoid overheating plastic.  Avoid hand-held saws for more 
accurate cuts. You’ll need a sanding block or palm sander for rough edges.  An electric screwdriver is essential to 
protect your hands from strain.  And you’ll need several clamps.  I love the Quik-Grip mini bar clams.  Metal “C” 
clamps are good too, but require extra padding so they don’t damage the HDPE.  You need a tape measure, a 
yardstick type ruler, a handheld electric drill and a long workbench or table to hold the 8 ft. long stringer jig template.  
A 9 or 10 foot bench would be best.  If you don’t have a bench you could clamp the jig on top of two sawhorses.  
Make the brownie jig using the drawing (see jig drawing below).  
  
8) Make the brownies: One roadbed builder affectionately called the stringer spacer/joiners blocks “brownies”.  
That’s exactly what they look like, and that’s what I call them.  When I made the “brownies” it was a real assembly 
line.  I felt like Lucy Ball at the chocolate factory!   I’d cut hundreds at a time filling up a couple of big buckets with 
them.  The bench supported the 12 ft. long composite stock as I cut it down with my table saw at the end of the 
bench.  Use a chop saw or table saw with blades with large teeth to avoid plastic melting.  Use 1.5" x 1.5" actual size 
composite wood stock.  Be careful with your cuts so that each brownie is exactly 2” long and the cuts are straight by 
using the saw’s sliding board guide.  It’s easy to get sloppy when you make so many and are cutting them quickly.  
Avoid hand-held saws since they don’t cut as straight as a table or chop saw. Since there are two brownies per foot 
on the stringers, the total number of brownies needed is 2 times the total linear feet of roadbed. Example: If you have 
a 100 ft. roadbed, you’ll need about 200 brownies. 
 
9) Partially assemble the stringers: During in-shop pre-construction, using the brownie jig, only attach one side of 
the “ladder” stringer to the brownies.  First measure and mark the drill hole locations on a stringer board with a 
Sharpee pen.  Then insert brownies into the jig notches and clamp one flexible stringer board to the front.  If it has 
wood grain, make sure it’s on the outside.  The hole mark should be exactly in front of the center of each brownie. 
While still clamped to the jig, drill pilot holes about 1 5/8” deep through the stringer and into the brownies.  Make pilot 
holes smaller than the diameter of the deck screws.  I used 1/8” drill bits.  Since the HDPE is somewhat soft, you can 
tighten the screw way down so that the screw head is countersunk and flush with the surface of the stringer.  It’s ugly 
if it sticks out.  Remove the partially built stringer and brownie assembly from the jig, and place it back into the jig to 
finish attaching all the brownies along the entire length.  Do not connect the other half of the stringer assembly until 
the on-site construction phase.  Add up the number of butt joints you’ll need, then using the same 1.75” wide HDPE 
stringer material, cut 6” long lengths that will serve as the stringer butt end joiners.  Add one joiner to one end only.  
Don’t add joiners at both ends!  Remove partial stringer assembly and store it out of the way.  Continue making and 
storing more partial stringer assemblies.  The total length of the partially assembled stringers is equal to half of the 
total length of the entire roadbed. (see stringer drawing below). 
Note:  The roadbed for switches and multiple tracks must be made separately without a jig.  (see switches and 
multiple track drawing below) 



10) Begin on-site partial stringer assembly: Now it’s time to connect the ends of the partially assembled stringers 
(half of the ladder). This part is real fun!  Drag two partially assembled stringers to the construction area (they are too 
floppy and unwieldy to carry.)  Lie them end-to-end on the ground right next to your garden hose “template”.  To 
connect the butt ends of the stringers together, use two 1 5/8" Deck Screws on each stringer placing them 1" and 2" 
from the ends of the stringers.  Each butt joint requires 4 screws total. (see stringer drawing below) Pound rebar into 
ground next to the stringers to maintain the curves you want.  You can also use bricks or rocks if you run out of rebar.  
Watch how the stringers magically pick the best curves with perfect transitions- even S-curves!  All you need to do is 
find the biggest curves that fit in the available space while avoiding obstacles. Then repeat this over and over as you 
extend the partially assembled roadbed.  Don’t worry about elevating them now.  Just leave them on the ground.  
Where one partial roadbed passes over another, just let it temporarily rest on the stringer below it.  We are only 
concerned with the shape of the route at the point. 
 
11) Finish stringer ladder assembly:  After you are completely satisfied with the shape and you like the curves, it’s 
time to attach the opposite stringers of the ladder to the partially assembled stringers on the ground.  Drag several 
stringers boards without brownies to the railroad site.  When you attach the opposing stringer boards, the structure 
magically becomes very rigid!  You cannot change the curve while both sides of the ladder are attached to the 
brownies.  If you find you need to change the curve you can simply unscrew one side of the ladder to readjust.  It's 
extremely important to stagger the placement of the stringer butt joints so that there is no joint on or near the opposite 
side of the ladder.  This would weaken this section of roadbed and will cause crimping in a tight curve.  Don’t put 
joints across from each other!  Leave the fully assembled roadbed on the ground until the next step. 
 
12) Install the posts: The first posts you install should be spaced 6 feet apart.  I advise against using ugly and weak 
PCV plumbing pipe.  Although PVC pipe is less expensive, it is flexible and round so it doesn't attach flush to the flat 
surfaces of the stringers and brownies and it’s not UV protected.  The 1.5" x 1.5" (actual) composite stock used for 
the brownies is ideal for sturdy posts that support the stringers at their proper elevation.  Even if the stringers 
themselves will be buried under the ballast or are at ground level, short posts will help secure them.  Before 
installation, I recommend screwing a 6” long piece of 1” x 6” composite decking board (like Trex) to the bottom of the 
posts especially if the posts will not be replaced by trestles. You can buy composite deck boards at Home Depot. Use 
3” deck screws to attach the foundation boards to the posts.  These will keep the posts stationary.  Posts should be 
buried about 6 inches deep in mild climates like Tucson where there is no frost heave.  Otherwise, they should be 
buried deeper.  Place the posts through the gaps in the ladder between the brownies so that they are perfectly 
vertical.  Don’t fill in the holes with dirt yet because you may need to adjust the post height later.   
 
13) Elevate the roadbed: Use clamps to temporarily attach stringer ladder to posts spaced 6 ft. apart.  Using the 
clamps, raise the roadbed so that it has the proper slope and elevation.  It’s handy to have some pieces of bricks 
and/or rebar and clamps available to temporarily help in raising the roadbed.  As you raise it, make sure all posts stay 
vertical. If you have very high sections, you may have to gradually raise parts of the roadbed in stages by clamping, 
unclamping and re-clamping to its final height. Gradually raising the roadbed prevents excessive vertical stress on the 
plastic stringers.  Check the elevation every six feet where every post is.  My homemade Archimedes type clear ½” 
rubber hose water level was indispensable for elevation determination.  I established a base point at the lowest 
elevation of the roadbed from which I could measure the elevation of any point on the roadbed using a clear 50 foot 
water-filled hose tied to rebar. After you raise the roadbed to its proper height, don’t allow any post to extend above 
the roadbed.  Protruding posts need to be buried deeper, replaced, or cut off.  When the elevations and slopes are 
absolutely correct, use 1 5/8" Deck Screws to attach the posts to stringers.  Always pre-drill pilot holes in everything 
and make sure the screw goes through the stringer to the center of the brownie behind it.  If you make a mistake, you 
can easily correct it by removing screws and re-screwing.   
 

 
 
14) Add more posts or trestles: Now you need to strengthen the roadbed with more posts or trestles.  The current 6 
foot spacing too weak and far apart.  Posts or trestles must be placed 2 feet apart or less.  This spacing provides 
enough strength for the heaviest of trains. With posts every six feet, there is some stringer sagging between them 



which you’ll need to correct as you add more posts or trestles.  Carpenters levels, long and short, are great for fine 
tuning the slope and finding dips.  When the elevations and slopes are absolutely correct, use 1 5/8" Deck Screws to 
attach the posts to stringers.  The roadbed is now fully assembled. Soak the ground around the posts with water to 
bond the soil to the post foundations. This will harden the soil around the post foundations after it dries.  (Tucson soil 
is like cement when it dries!)  If you plan on later replacing the posts with trestles, the leftover composite post material 
can be reused on the bottom horizontal part of the trestle bents that touches the ground (to avoid rot & termites).  
Give the roadbed a final inspection, tighten loose screws and fix abnormalities. Clean off all the mud and dirt with a 
good hose washing, but don’t spatter more mud on it with the hose. Let dry thoroughly. 
 
15) Paint the roadbed: When it’s passed inspection and is clean and dry, it is time to paint the ladder stringer 
roadbed assembly.  The plastic ladder must be painted to further protect the plastic from the sun’s UV. Use three 
even coats of Krylon spray paint for plastics.  It goes on best on a cool morning with no wind.  I used one coat of 
primer followed by two coats of camouflage ultra-flat brown.  It’s not necessary to paint the posts unless it’s for 
aesthetic reasons. 
 
16) Install rails and ties: Note that the roadbed is exactly the same width as the ties so there is no overhang.  Flex 
ties and Flex rails are the easiest to install and permit graduated and non-standard curves.  You can use a rail bender 
on a nearby work table to get an approximate curve on a piece of track.  Then you can put the track section on the 
roadbed and use the rail bender again to get the exact curve.  Bending the rails is easy once you get the hang of it.  It 
only took me a week to bend and install all my track (380 ft.).  TGRS has rail benders you can borrow.  Attach ties to 
the top of ladder stringers using 1” # 6 pan head stainless steel screws.  Drill 1/16” pilot holes through ties into the 
stringers or brownies.  Screw ties to top of 3/4" stringers about every 18 inches.  I used Split-Jaw rail joiners almost 
everywhere with great success. 
 
17) DONE! Now you can test the track and run your trains. 
 

Suppliers of HDPE and PVC Flexible Plastic Lumber: 
 
I can’t personally recommend any of these businesses.  I list them because the product info on their websites seems 
suitable.  The HDPE or PVC lumber must be very flexible and non-structural and should have UV protection.  I used 
with success PVC “Trex Trim” which is very similar to HDPE.  Do not use fiber and resin composite lumber!  It is not 
flexible enough.  Both HDPE and PVC are available in colors and in smooth or with textured wood grains on one side. 
The final cut size of the stringers’ two sides must be .75” thick x 1.75” wide.  Wider stock can be ripped into 1.75” 
strips.  It would be most convenient to buy lumber that is already cut to the final size and to have it delivered.  If not, 
you’ll need a table saw for ripping and/or a big truck for hauling.  Home Depot and Lowes DO NOT carry HDPE 
flexible plastic lumber.  They don’t have the proper size of PVC or composite stock either.  But they do have the 1 
5/8” deck screws.  You’ll need to find your flexible plastic lumber somewhere else.  Try these links below. 
 
1) https://plasticlumberyard.com/product-category/plastic-lumber/  (Norristown, PA) 
    https://plasticlumberyard.com/premium-grade-info/ 
Use their “PREMIUM HDPE” grade. Suggestion: the 1 X 6″ X 12′ or 16′ (sku: pl-pg-1x6) can be ripped into three 16ft. 
stringers that are 1.75” wide and ¾” thick.  The 16ft. is preferable.  Many colors available. 
Cost: $60.32 (or $20.10/stringer), Actual Size: 3/4″ X 5 1/2″, Wt. (lbs) Per Ft: 1.48 Price Per Ft: $3.77 (or 
$1.25/ft/stringer), Height: 3/4″, Width: 5 1/2″, Length: 16’ 
 
2) https://american-plasticlumber.com/lumber/non-structural/  (Shingle Springs, CA) 
Colors and wood grain available. Use their Premium – Non Structural Lumber.  3/4” x 1 3/4” (0.75” x 1.75” actual)- 
perfect size- no ripping needed! Maximum length information is unavailable.  Ask them for the longest size possible.  
Call for price quote, sample and delivery information.  Looks Perfect! 
 
3) https://plasticboards.com/products/selectforce/   (Winchester, VA)  
Investigate their “Select Force” non-structural product which is made from HDPE.  Seems good.  Colors and wood 
grain available. Select the 3/4” x 1 3/4” actual dimensions- the perfect size- no ripping needed!  Don’t know lengths 
available.  Call for price quote, sample and delivery information. 
 
4) http://tangentusa.com/polytuf/  (Aurora, IL) 
Will custom-make any size, any shape! any length!   Seems too good to be true.  Call for price quote, sample and 
delivery information. 
 
5) http://www.alliedplasticlumber.com/ (Folsom, CA) 
HDPE plastic lumber available in many sizes and colors.  Have 1" x 6" (nominal) = .75” x 5.5” (actual)Also have 1” x 
8” (nominal)= .75” x 7.5” (actual).  These can be ripped into the proper stringer width of 1.75” 



6) http://pdf.archiexpo.com/pdf/trex-inc/trex-trim-brochure/56755-243499.html  TrexTrim is the material I used.  It is 

PVC lumber but is very similar in all ways to HDPE lumber.  It’s very flexible, but I don’t know if it is more or less 
flexible than HDPE. I bought this size: SKU: WW010618B.  This measures: 3.4” thick x 5.50” wide x 18 ft. long 
(actual).  It’s white with wood grains.  I had the supplier rip each board into 1.75” strips for the stringers.  Wider 
boards are available but all will need ripping.  The supplier delivered the ripped strips to my home for a small fee.  My 
old supplier (Grant Road Lumber) does not exist anymore.  There are many suppliers of this.  (Use Krylon spray paint 
for plastic.  I used Camouflage Dark brown.  Home Depot and Lowes do not have TrexTrim. You’ll need to investigate 
suppliers.  

 Note: Home Depot, Lowes do not have the proper size of flexible HDPE or PVC lumber. 
 

Suppliers of Structural Composite Lumber for Brownies and Posts: 
 
This lumber must be structural resin and fiber composite and have an actual size of 1.5” x 1.5” (often sold as 2”x 2” 
(nominal size).  
 
1)  http://www.plasti-tek.com/proddetails.php?item=81 (Saint Louis, MO) 
Perfect size for posts and brownies!  Nominal: 2" x 2", Actual: 1 ½" x 1 ½".  Length: 12 ft. looks great! 
 

2) https://plasticboards.com/the-bedford-difference/structural-lumber/  (Winchester, VA) 

Composite made with fiberglass instead of wood fibers.  Use their structural plastic lumber called FiberForce. Have 
Nominal: 2" x 2", Actual: 1 ½" x 1 ½".  Length: 8Ft. Seems good, but I have never seen or used it. 
 
3) https://www.lumberock.com/2x2_baluster   (Elgin, Illinois) 
Use the 2” x 2” (nominal) = 1.375" x 1.375" (actual).  It’s ok if it its actual size is a tiny bit smaller than other brands of 
2” x 2” actual. Length: 12 ft. colors available.  This is the same product sold by Bearboard Lumber (see link below). 
Contact for pricing and terms.  Looks great! 
 
4) http://bearboardlumber.com/plastic-lumber-products/railing/2x2-board.html (Elgin IL) 
Subdivision of EPS Lumber.  Use product called “2” x 2” Baluster” it is 2” x 2” (nominal) = 1.375" x 1.375" (actual).  It’s 
ok if it its actual size is a tiny bit smaller than other brands of 2” x 2” actual. Length: 12 ft. colors available. Length: 12 
ft. colors available.  This is the same product sold by Lumberock (see link above).  Contact for pricing and terms. 
Looks great! 
 
Note: Home Depot, Lowes and Trex do not have the proper size of composite lumber for brownies & posts. 

 
Workshop Attendees as of 1/16/19: 
1. Paul Stevens pauljs@comcast.net   (408) 340-8687) 
2. James Ellsworth ellsworth52@gmail.com 
3. Ron Koehler ronkoehler12@gmail.com 
4. Wally Gazdzik tiresrme2001@yahoo.com 
5. Rick Feinberg rick.bandrelectric@gmail.com 
6. Bruce Somerhalter  825-0584 
7. Bob Averill susieq.averill@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

  



                             


